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MODERN FURNISHINGS AND A HUSHED COLOR SCHEME 
ALLOW A DALLAS COUPLE’S ART COLLECTION TO SHINE. 
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 F
or many of his projects, and particularly this one for 
a Dallas couple, architect Svend Fruit avoids what 
he refers to as the “big reveal.” Instead of creating 
the standard home sequence of “street, front door, 
show-everything-at-once,” he explains, “I wanted the 

approach from the street to the living spaces to be as long 
as possible, so it feels private and removed.” Fortunately 
for him, the homeowners also envisioned a slow unfolding, 
one that creates a sense of wonder from the moment 
visitors enter the property and an anticipation of what’s 
coming next when they continue inside. 

Fruit and his partner, interior designer Mil Bodron—both 
of whom had previously worked with the couple—brought 
their hand-in-glove approach to the project. “If the interiors 
are an afterthought, it never all gels together,” says Fruit, 
whose project manager was Jason Trevino. In this case, 
with general contractor Stephen Hardy, Fruit and Bodron’s 
work came together in the form of a low-slung, modern 

building with expanses of white walls, which were better 
suited to the owners’ growing collection of paintings and 
sculptures than their former midcentury-modern residence, 
also in Dallas. “We’d lived there for 20 years,” the husband 
says, “but the scale of that relatively small house didn’t 
support large works of art.” When an exhaustive search for 
the right home came up short, he and his wife refocused 
on finding the perfect lot. “I didn’t want a square property 
with a street running in front of it,” the wife says. Their hunt 
ended when they became smitten with the beautiful creek 
and unusual curve of a 1-acre property in Preston Hollow.

Working in collaboration with landscape architect Coy 
Talley and his senior associate, Eric Antrim, Fruit selected 
the point created by the arc at the lower end of the site as 
the starting point for “a long, gently arcing drive approach 
anticipating an arrival to the residence’s main entry through 
a natural systems forest landscape,” Talley explains. The 
drive terminates at the Kansas-limestone-and-mahogany 

A Dallas home by architect 
Svend Fruit features a carport 
with screen panels that pivot 
open for valet parking when 
the homeowners entertain. 
The façade showcases Kansas 
limestone, wood siding and glass.

Diamond Line by Teresita Fernández 
centers a wall in the living room, where 
furnishings include an Emmanuel Babled 
cocktail table, a Christophe Delcourt sofa 
from Avenue Road in New York—wearing 

Kvadrat fabric from Maharam—and a Nicos 
Zographos bench in Edelman suede. An 
Edward Fields rug tops French-Brown 

flooring. Zak Prekop’s Transparency with 
Black Red and White hangs in the hallway.



Internal Architecture by Julian 
Hoeber punctuates a wall on the 
opposite end of the living room, 
joined by a watercolor by Callum 
Innes, the sculpture Tumbling Dice 
by Eva Rothschild and, atop the 
cocktail table, Yes This Too by 
Liz Larner. Vintage Theo Ruth for 
Artifort club chairs from Galerie 
André Hayat in Paris wear Rogers 
& Goffigan material from George 
Cameron Nash and Great Plains 
fabric by Holly Hunt. A vintage Grant 
Featherston chair sits near one of 
the I Beam accent tables by Ward 
Bennett for Geiger from WRG.



structure, which features a series of protracted flat roofs. 
“I added wood siding to give it scale,” Fruit says. “The 
deep shadow lines prevent the house from feeling stark.” 

Preferring to draw by hand, Fruit had drafted multiple 
architectural schemes to present to the owners. Once 
a plan developed, Bodron joined the conversation with 
his own schematic furniture plans. “The walls for the 
art were designated up front, so I started with generic 
furniture plans to determine how to best arrange rooms 
compositionally and not block the art,” says Bodron, who 
worked with designer Dustin Penney. “Based on the sizes 
and shapes that worked in the space, I then selected 
pieces that fit.”

An existing Nicos Zographos bench is an organizing 
feature in the living room, where two seating areas 
accommodate large gatherings with one-armed sofas, 

Belgian coffee tables and complementary vintage chairs. 
“The sofas ground the arrangement, and the soft chairs 
accent it,” Bodron explains. The former sit in opposite 
corners away from windows so as to not impede views of 
the art or the verdant landscape Talley designed—which, 
at the wife’s request, includes native grasses similar to 
those he used on the roof of the Perot Museum of Nature 
and Science.

The living room’s gray-and-tan color scheme keeps the 
focus on the Julian Hoeber abstract centered on a wall 
opposite Teresita Fernández’s reflective installation of 
individually attached silvered-glass cubes. “I kept things 
neutral, because the color and pattern comes from the  
art and the views outside,” Bodron says. White cabinets in 
the kitchen and the office, slabs of statuary grigio marble 
in the master bathroom and wide-plank white-oak flooring 

The clean lines of the pool—installed 
by Pool Environments and designed 
by Bodron + Fruit in collaboration 
with Talley Associates—complement 
the simple geometry of the home’s 
architecture. “The mahogany siding 
adds a sense of detail that gives the 
building personality and warmth,” 
Fruit says. The outdoor furnishings 
are from the 1966 Richard Schultz 
for Knoll collection. Talley Associates 
also designed the pergola.

Kasper Salto for Fritz Hansen’s NAP counter stools with arms from Scott + Cooner line the marble-topped 
kitchen island. A Walter Knoll sofa, also from Scott + Cooner, in Holly Hunt’s Great Plains fabric offers 
cozy seating in the adjacent den, which displays art by Caitlin Lonegan. Down the hallway, the billiards 
room features Your Focus Fade by Olafur Eliasson and MDF Italia chairs around an existing table.



Figure in Movement by Dave 
McDermott dominates a wall in 
the dining room, where a custom 
Hervé Van der Straeten table holds 
a collection of white vases by Shio 
Kusaka. The leather-clad Liaigre 
chairs are from George Cameron 
Nash, and the sculpture, Wiffle Ball, 
is by Joel Morrison. Byrdwaters 
Design handled the interior, 
exterior and landscape lighting.



throughout help maintain the home’s continuity. As 
desired by the wife, the look becomes soft and elegant 
in the master bedroom, where Bodron introduced an 
upholstered walnut bed flanked by wood-and-parchment 
side tables topped with lamps resembling faceted jewels. 
“It’s more of a traditional mindset with feminine touches,”  
he says.

Bodron also steered the homeowners to Michael E. 
Thomas, an art adviser specializing in late-20th- and early-
21st-century contemporary works. “My role is to enhance 
knowledge of contemporary art and manage collections,” 
Thomas explains. He accompanied the couple on trips  

to galleries and museum exhibitions, oversaw the 
installation of art in their home and continues the rotation 
of their collection to maintain the curatorial focus. “I marvel 
at Michael’s ability to bring painting, sculpture and space 
together,” the husband says.

The resulting convergence of art and architecture is a 
welcoming yet stimulating cohesive whole for the owners. 
“The house is beautiful with every sunrise, sunset and 
moonrise,” the wife says. “I especially appreciate how the 
drive up to the front door doesn’t disclose anything, and 
you have no idea what awaits you on the other side. I like 
the quiet reveal.” 

Art by Channing Hansen adds a pop of color in the master bedroom, where custom Tribute Goods bedding 
tops the Roman Thomas bedframe. Liaigre chairs from George Cameron Nash flank a Jacobsen Architecture 
coffee table from Archer Modern in Sperryville, Virginia, which holds a sculpture by Anna-Bella Papp. The wool 

carpet is by Scott Group Studio, and the draperies feature Westbury Textiles fabric from ID Collection. 

The master bathroom’s Kohler tub with Fantini hardware, all from  
TKO Associates, is encased in marble that flows to the floor and walls.  
The architect had the glass for the windows, which provide views of  
the pool and pergola outside, glazed in place for a frameless look.
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